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COMPIRICUS and ConVista Consulting launched
ComnServ:
Offering SAP FAM based Cloud & Software Solutions for the North American
Insurance Investment Accounting Market
New York, May, 2014, ComnServ has been launched as a joint venture between
COMPIRICUS, Inc. and ConVista Consulting Inc. to provide Cloud (SaaS/MCaaS) operations
and to offer software solutions for SAP’s Financial Asset Management (FAM) applications to
the North American insurance investment accounting market. ComnServ will provide
implementation, operation and support for SAP’s FAM Investment Accounting software that is
used by over 160 clients world-wide.

ComnServ was created to serve a growing demand for Investment Accounting expertise and
consultants with a full understanding of business processes and the applications that can be
leveraged to transform and support each client’s business. ComnServ professionals have an
extensive knowledge of insurance and investment accounting gained by implementing
investment accounting solutions in the US and Canada as well as around the globe.
“ComnServ provides the specialized expertise needed to comply with unique US and
Canadian Investment Accounting and Operations requirements. Each firm brings
talents that will allow the North American market to benefit from functionality and
technology used globally by several of the world’s largest insurance companies. Our
objective is to allow insurers, cloud providers and business process organizations to
benefit from the FAM offering.” Scott Ferrante, ComnServ Co-CEO.

With proven global success, SAP is committed to expanding FAM within the North American
Insurance Investment Accounting market. The relationship with ComnServ and SAP will
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deliver a Cloud-based comprehensive multi-asset investment accounting solution with FAM
that provides support from initial trade to NAIC regulatory investment reporting.
“ComnServ brings together the strengths of two organizations that have years of
expertise with investment accounting and operations combined with the cloud
services supported by SAP FAM for the North American market. We are confident that
this team will bring new tailored business solutions to the market based on their depth
of experience and knowledge of state-of-the-art technology platforms.” Jorg Pappert,
ComnServ Co-CEO.
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INFORMATION ABOUT COMPIRICUS
COMPIRICUS is a management consulting company and software provider focusing on
asset, risk and treasury management. COMPIRICUS’ team knows SAP TRM/FAM “from the
first line of coding” (back in 1992) and is SAP’s development partner for the statutory
reporting content in the global insurance market. Major insurance companies world-wide rely
on COMPIRICUS’ complementary solutions around SAP TRM/FAM, e.g. the Financial
Adapter for financial data integrations to asset managers or market data providers and
comprehensive business extensions.

Contact
+1-617-273-8045
info@compiricus.com
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INFORMATION ABOUT CONVISTA
With a team of specialists, ConVista’s US team has many years of experience with industry
leading investment accounting and reporting solution providers. ConVista‘s consultants are
specialized in solution design, and implementation of insurance and investment accounting
software as well as the standardization and optimization of processes and information to
increase operational efficiency and reduce total cost of ownership. Founded in 1999 in
Cologne, Germany, ConVista currently operates with over 600 employees world-wide.
Contact
+1-646-202-2996
us@Convista.com

